Course proposal forms for undergraduate and graduate courses developed by the faculty at USF St. Petersburg provide evidence of the way our faculty shape the curriculum for our students, within the USF System, and as a public institution of higher learning within the State of Florida. Although courses offered throughout Florida observe a statewide common course numbering system, institutions often permit the inclusion of instructional practices that take advantage of the talents of their own faculty and resources when offering these courses. The documents in this collection offer evidence of curricular development as required by The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.

NOTE: Some courses may experience substantial revisions and, if they do, the user should examine the effective date in the title to determine which iteration is the most current and which versions have been superseded. After a period of inactivity, courses are occasionally removed from the course inventory as well. Earlier course approvals shall be maintained for their historical value and to assist former students from those periods who may need to have a record of a course as it was offered at an earlier time.

All documents visible in this collection were received from the other units at the University of South Florida St. Petersburg through records management transfers and are considered “public records” in accordance with Florida law.